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DESIGN OF A CONTROLLER FOR IDEAL POSITIONING SERVOSYSTEM

Urgency of the research. In advanced mechatronics, motion systems are the key technology, since mechanical systems such as Microelectronics manufacturing equipments are often required for high speed and accuracy. As a result, the increasing influence of the dynamics of the mechanical system on the quality of the position servosystem is noticeable. One of the important dynamic effects is the dynamics of the mechatronic system's vibroisolation, which arises as a result of the reaction force generated by the action variable.

Target setting. The aim of the paper was to design a PID controller for an ideal positioning servosystem. Ideal positioning servosystem consists of a one mass which is actuated by the $F_{\text{servo}}$ force.

Actual scientific researches and issues analysis. In modern controllers, in the correction error value, classic feedback combines with forwarding feedback. The forward control is based on the fact that if the model of the mechanical actuator is known and all the initial conditions are zero, the desired position can be reached without the use of feedback.

Uninvestigated parts of general matters defining. From a theoretical point of view, it has been devoted to ideal positioning servosystem for quite a long time, but the results achieved are rarely used in practice. One of the reasons is their theoretical focus, using complex mathematics, and as a result there is a great gap between theory and engineering practice.

The research objective. Design of PID controller is based on equation for crossover frequencies, which allows to determine the derivative and integration constant of a PID controller for a given bandwidth.

The statement of basic materials. The most important dynamic effects that impact the properties of actuators are actuator flexibility, flexibility of system limited mass and rigidity of the stationary part of the system. From the equation for the eigenfrequency $\omega_D$ of the low-pass second order filter is determined. Finally, the specific gain $P$ is determined to suit the amplitude and phase margin. This completes the design of the ideal positioning servosystem.

Conclusions. PID controller for an ideal positioning servosystem is design based on equation for crossover frequencies, which allows to determine the derivative and integration constant of a PID controller for a given bandwidth.
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Introduction. In [1] discusses the demands for proper tools for computer aided control system design of mechatronic systems and identifies a number of tasks in this design process. Real mechatronic design, involving input from specialists from varying disciplines, requires that the system can be represented in multiple views. The idea of feedback to make corrective actions based on the difference between the desired and the actual values of a quantity can be implemented in many different ways [3]. In modern controllers, in the correction error value, classic feedback combines with forwarding feedback. The forward control is based on the fact that if the model of the mechanical actuator is known and all the initial conditions are zero, the desired position can be reached without the use of feedback. The required feedback characteristics, which are generally expressed within the bandwidth, depend very much on the errors of the system [2 - 10]. The three most important dynamic effects that have impact on parameters of actuators are:

- actuator flexibility,
- flexibility of the system,
- limited mass and rigidity of the stationary part of the system [5].

Ideal positioning servosystem. Ideal positioning servosystem consists of a one mass which is actuate by the $F_{\text{servo}}$ force. This force is generated by PID controller with which it is involved in a series of the low-pass second order filter. Position of mass $m_A$ represents the actuator and is measured to the relatively fixed base.

Fig. 1. Closed loop control system of ideal positioning servosystem
To derive the transfer function of the PID controller and the low pass filter of the 2nd order, we start from the typical crossover frequencies for the PID controller with the low pass filter of the 2nd order related to the bandwidth, which is defined by frequency $f_{sp}$. The following relations used for the crossover frequencies:

$$
f_i = \frac{f_{sp}}{10}
$$

$$
f_D = \frac{f_{sp}}{3}
$$

$$
f_{DP} = 4. f_{sp}
$$

The relationship between PID controller constants and crossover frequencies can be derived from the following PID controller transfer function, where $P$ is proportional, $D$ - derivative and $I$ - integral values:

$$
R(s) = P \left(1 + Ds + \frac{l}{s}\right) = \frac{P(s + Ds^2 + l)}{s} = \frac{PD(s^2 + \frac{1}{D} + \frac{l}{D})}{s}
$$

Then:

$$
R(s) = \frac{PL\left[\left(1 + \frac{1}{2D}\sqrt{1 - \frac{l}{D}}\frac{s}{D}ight)\left(1 + \frac{1}{2D}\frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{l}{D}}}\frac{s}{D}\right)\right]}{s}
$$

Then:

$$
R(s) = \frac{PL(1 + T_D s)(1 + T_I s)}{s}
$$

$$
T_D = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{2D} - \sqrt{\frac{1}{4D^2} - \frac{l}{D}}}
$$

$$
T_I = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{2D} + \sqrt{\frac{1}{4D^2} - \frac{l}{D}}}
$$

For crossover frequencies we get:

$$
\omega_D = \frac{1}{T_D} \rightarrow f_D = \frac{1}{2\pi T_D}
$$

$$
\omega_I = \frac{1}{T_I} \rightarrow f_I = \frac{1}{2\pi T_I}
$$

This means that we get the integration constant $I$ and the derivative constant $D$ for the controller from the following set of two equations of two unknowns:

$$
\frac{1}{2D} + \sqrt{\frac{1}{4D^2} - \frac{l}{D}} = f_{sp}
$$

$$
\frac{1}{2D} - \sqrt{\frac{1}{4D^2} - \frac{l}{D}} = f_{sp}
$$

The proportional constant then adjusts the gain to ensure that the position actuator is stable. The Bode characteristic in the asymptotic approximation for the PID controller (without filter) is shown in fig. 2.
We will consider the transfer function of the low-pass second order filter in the form:

$$G_F(s) = \frac{\omega_{BP}^2}{s + 2\xi_f \omega_{BP} + \omega_{BP}^2}$$

In this equation, the damping factor $\xi_f$ and the eigenfrequency $\omega_{BP}$, which represents the break frequency, are present. This frequency must satisfy the condition in the equations for crossover frequencies.

$$\omega_{BP} = 2\pi f_{SP}$$

We will consider a small overshoot of the low-pass second order filter, so we choose the damping factor $\xi_f = 0.7$ The asymptotic approximation of the Bode characteristic of the low-pass second order filter is shown in fig. 3.
From the above-mentioned partial Bode characteristics it is clear that it is possible to construct the overall characteristics of the PID controller and the second-pass low-pass second order filter. Its graphical representation in asymptotic form is shown in Fig. 4.

It has already been mentioned that the actuator is represented as a mass of the $m_A$ applied to the force $F_{\text{SERVO}}$.

The dependence between the output variable of the $X_{\text{SERVO}}$ actuator and the input variable $F_{\text{SERVO}}$ is described by the equation:

$$m_A = \frac{d^2X_{\text{SERVO}}}{dt^2} = F_{\text{SERVO}}$$

The transfer function is then:

$$\frac{X_{\text{SERVO}}(s)}{F_{\text{SERVO}}(s)} = \frac{1}{m_A s^2}$$

The corresponding Bode characteristic is shown in fig. 6. Throughout the whole frequency range, the amplitude characteristic has a slope -40 dB/dec and the phase frequency characteristic is equal $-\pi$. 
Fig. 6. Bode characteristics of the actuator of the positioning servosystem and Bode characteristic of open loop the positioning servosystem

Where PM – Phase margin and GM – Gain margin. Amplitude and phase margin determine the degree of stability and basically show how close to the point (1,0) is the frequency characteristic in the complex plane. Amplitude margin determines how many times the gain P of the proportional term of the PID controller can be increased before the positioning servosystem reaches the stability limit. Phase margin determines how much delay the excitation signal can afford at a given frequency before the phase delay reaches -180° and the feedback system reaches the stability limit. Amplitude and phase margin can be easily read from the Bode characteristic (Fig. 6). In our case, according to the gain of the proportional term of the PID controller, three cases can appear, which are illustrated by the Nyquist characteristic in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Frequency characteristic of open ideal positioning servosystem for different gain of the proportional term of the PID controller
From these frequency characteristics follows, that the permissible gain $P$ is limited both from above and below. Therefore, a suitable gain value $P$ must ensure sufficient margin in both amplitude and phase.

**Conclusion.** The aim of this article was to design a PID controller for an ideal positioning servosystem. Its design is based on equation for crossover frequencies, which allows to determine the derivative and integration constant of a PID controller for a given bandwidth. From the equation for the eigenfrequency $\omega_{DP}$ of the low-pass second order filter is determined. Finally, the specific gain $P$ is determined to suit the amplitude and phase margin. This completes the design of the ideal positioning servosystem.
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Виклад основного матеріалу. Три найважливіші динамічні ефекти, що впливають на властивості приводів, - це гнучкість приводу, гнучкість системи, обмежена маса та жорсткість нерухомої частини системи. З рівняння для власної частоти $\omega_{DP}$ визначається низькочастотний фільтр другого порядку. Нарешті, пропорційна складова $P$ визначається відповідно до амплітуди та фази. Це завершує проектування ідеальної сервосистеми позиціонування.

Висновки відповідно до статті. Метою статті було розробити PID-контролер для ідеальної сервосистеми позиціонування. Його конструкція заснована на рівнянні для частот зрізу, що дозволяє визначати диференційну та інтегральну складові PID-контролера для заданої пропускної здатності.
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